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1 Setting the scene 

DVN is obviously interested in how we visualise data to help us explore it as analysts, and then 
communicate key insights to others. It sounds obvious, but thousands of meetings (physical and 
virtual) are being convened all over the world right now, to work with these visualisations: not only 
to ‘consume’ them as finished artifacts (e.g. on a slide in which you are pitching a particular 
narrative), but to co-create and modify them as the sensemaking unfolds. We’re talking about 
visualisations as tools for thinking together. 

So, our focus is on this pervasive, critical, and surprisingly neglected piece of 
the jigsaw puzzle: how do we use visualisations in ways that add real value in 
a conversation, and help build the collective narrative? 

This focus on the dynamics of collective intelligence in small scale, synchronous contexts 
complements the large scale big data efforts that tend to dominate the field. We’re also shifting 
focus from algorithmic analysis of relatively low-level data, to ask how visualisation can assist the 
highest levels of meaning-making that humans are uniquely capable of. The visualisations we will 
think about will certainly include the sorts of software tools one typically thinks of, but equally, 
pen and paper, and the use of other materials — all are candidate tools for sensemaking. The 

point is to reflect mindfully on what choices you are making when you introduce 

representational artifacts into a conversation. 

Can you recall an occasion when you (or someone else) used a visual aid to add 
real clarity to a conversation? 

What about an occasion when people got really engaged with co-building a 
representation of some sort? 

Conversely, what about when a poor visualisation confused the conversation, or 
alienated a stakeholder? 

2 AI + IA 

One way to frame the Big Data revolution is that finally Artificial Intelligence (AI) is emerging from 
half a century or so in computer science research labs, and becoming a mainstream phenomenon. 
But since the 1960s, the computing pioneer Doug Engelbart championed Intelligence Augmentation 
(IA) as a complementary paradigm, to handle the many situations where human judgement is still 
central, but the machines can greatly expand the limits of individual or collective intelligence.1 

In an age of unprecedented complexity, we urgently need people who are fluent at “augmenting 
human intellect” with new kinds of “concept structures”, to borrow Engelbart’s iconic language. Our 
schools, universities and workplaces typically train us to read and write as solo authors and 
speakers, paying little or no attention to the pervasive use of visualisations in our thinking, 
especially with others. Understanding the experience and skillset that people fluent in such practice 

                                                           

1  Learn about this remarkable pioneer of computing to aid thought – inventor of the mouse, real-time text 
editing, the hyperlink, and much more – at http://dougengelbart.org 

http://dougengelbart.org/
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is a key first step. Perhaps this may come to be seen as a 21st century literacy — reading and writing 
symbolically in ways designed specifically to build real-time collective intelligence. 

3 PART 1: Introducing Knowledge Art 

The proposition we want you to grapple with is that there is an important set of skills and 
dispositions that you can develop to use visualisations in ways that invite the construction of a 
shared narrative with clients and other stakeholders in the room. This is a participatory design 
practice that we’re calling Knowledge Artistry. So, let’s get specific. 

You’ve probably been in meetings where someone was creating some kind of diagram on a 
whiteboard, but no one was paying much attention to what they were doing:  

 

A session where participants are more engaged in talking with each or working on something else, while 
someone works on the ostensibly shared visualisation 

Often, someone takes on the role of scribe, but it remains a private activity that adds little to the 
meeting. Now, the guy at the whiteboard may be creating a list that will play a critical role later — 
but right now, it’s not shaping the sensemaking.  

At other times, there is close engagement, where people follow every move the practitioner is 
making, and call out what and how the practitioner should do (like “draw an arrow from that box to 
the other one!”). They may even jump up and grab the marker (or mouse) and do it themselves.  

When a session is really humming, there is often close engagement with the visualisation and a 
sense that real progress is being made as people see (literally) their dilemma in new ways. Those 
sessions produce artifacts that are more truly reflective of participant interests and ideas than ones 
in which the participants sit back, or ignore, the representational work going on in the meeting 
because – basically – they’re not adding any value. This is equally true on a teleconference call or 
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videoconference, where the lack of face-to-face visual cues places an even higher value on a quality 
shared visualisation that keeps participants on the same conceptual page. 

 

When the visualisation plays an integral role in shaping the discussion 

Now let’s switch from conference rooms to the kitchen table. The following episode unfolded 
opportunistically at home. My six year old son has been given a compass. He runs off excitedly from 
the lunch table to experiment, but returns not long after. “I don’t understand what it means. The 
little needle moves all over the place. How does it help me find things?” Mum gets some badges out 
of a drawer, and puts them on the kitchen table. At this point I managed to whip out my phone in 
time to video what happens next… https://vimeo.com/69912504  

 

https://vimeo.com/69912504
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This has elements of “Knowledge Artistry”. Using the concepts that we are about to explore, we 
could say that Mum is making improvised representational moves with an interactive mapping tool, 
to aid sensemaking, in a contextually appropriate way, using a range of scenarios to test 
understanding through an ad hoc game, with a shared sense of progress by the end!  

So, let’s clarify what moves and choices such practitioners make — which either help or hinder 
participants’ engagement with visualisations. This framework foregrounds the choices you make 
(perhaps unconsciously, or perhaps after this course, more intentionally) when you are in this role. 
We’ll be talking about: 

• narrative — the context for a session, the spoken and unspoken expectations of what it’s 

for, how it should proceed, and what kinds of meanings will be made 

• aesthetics — the choices you make for how to shape a visualisation – how it should look, 

what it should say, etc. 

• ethics — the ways in which your moves affect the other people involved in a session 

• sensemaking — the ways in which you handle unexpected events or anomalies  

• improvisation — your ability to make spontaneous, unplanned moves with the 

visualisation when such breakdowns occur  

4 Elements of Knowledge Artistry 

In MDSI, we’re trying to understand how the algorithmic intelligence (normally associated with 
data science) can be interwoven with the creative and collective intelligence needed for 
innovation. Knowledge Artistry is a particular account of how the “D” and “I” in MDSI can dance 
together.  

In his classic book Reflection in Action (1983), Donald Schön articulated the same challenge, looking 
for ways to pull understanding of the professions away from what he saw as rationalist concepts of 
expert practice, which framed “professionalism” as the ability to choose and apply techniques 
learned in school to prescribed types of situations.  

Schön insisted that there is artistry in professional practice, which although difficult to describe, 
nonetheless informs and shapes what skilled professionals actually do:    

Let us search … for an epistemology of practice implicit in the artistic, intuitive processes 
which some practitioners do bring to situations of uncertainty, instability, uniqueness, and 
value conflict. (1983: 49) 

So, let’s look at what such an “epistemology of participatory practice” might mean; one that 
respects the contributions of artistry and intuition in complex domains, in tandem with more 
technical, algorithmic approaches.  
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The Knowledge Art framework recognises a constellation of people, tools, data, surroundings and 
other factors whenever sensemaking with visualisations is taking place: 

 

A model for understanding the practice of participatory visualisation,  
which at the highest levels of performance, is a form of “Knowledge Art”. 

Let’s unpack this picture. 

The practitioner [a] (who may in fact be more than one person) orchestrates the participatory 

event and holds him or herself responsible for its success. He or she is concerned with the quality 

and clarity of visualisations [b] and the participants’ [c] relationship to them.  

The practitioner takes primary responsibility for the form and content of a project’s visualisations 

and the success of each participatory session or meeting within its context [i]. Varying levels of 

intervention can occur. The practitioner interacts with the visualisation [b] as well as with the 
participants [c]. The nature of this interaction varies with the context and the specific role(s) that 
practitioners play in the activity system of a session.  

The visualisation [b] can be multimodal: any sort of visual, textual, aural, or tactile representation — 
e.g. free-form sketches, sticky post-its, physical models, issue maps, technical diagrams. Obviously 
we are also interested in software-based visualisation but don’t limit this to ‘classic’ data or 
information visualisations; we might be looking at a geospatial map, diagnostic tool or simulation 
traces, architectural models, etc.  

The participants [c] are the people in the room (whether a real or virtual space) taking part in the 
session. Being aware of and appropriately dealing with the diversity of participant personalities, 

 

Participatory 
Visualisations 

 

b 
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relationships, and interests is a key practitioner skill, as well as an ethical imperative. Line [d] 
symbolizes the interaction of practitioners with the visualisation, which consists of 

actions on it (such as creating or modifying it), considering it, planning what to do with it, or even 
ignoring it. As with that of practitioners, participant interaction with the visualisation is best 
understood in a situated manner.  

Line [e] shows the interaction of practitioner with participants. This can take many 

forms, even in a single session, such as facilitative interventions (keeping matters on track, making 
sure everyone is heard), questions and discussion, and process checks. It works both ways, as 

participants also interact with the practitioners in various ways. Line [f] is the interaction of 
the participants with the visualisation, which ranges from passive to active, from directly 

engaged with considering it and making changes to it to ignoring it or giving it occasional once-overs. 

Line [g] shows the interactions of participants with each other, from collegial to 

disputatious to side conversations.  

The three primary elements (practitioner, visualisation, participants) are contained within box [h], 

symbolizing the boundaries of the session itself, such as a specific meeting. Some efforts 

may consist of a single session, where others comprise many sessions (which may include individual 
as well as collaborative ones).  

The session is in turn located within its surrounding context [i]. The context includes the 

overall project in which the representational activity is taking place, the specific locations where 
sessions are held (including whether they are face to face, virtual, or a combination); the situation 
that contains the session, such as the project of which the session is a part, the organizations 
involved, and the problem domain; the purpose of the session, and the constraints operating in the 
situation, such as time, budget, attention, or other resource limitations. 

The lines [j] show the relations between the primary elements and what can be called the set of 

enablers: software [k], technology [l], methods [m], and data [n]. Each enabler is 

connected to each primary element, because all interact with each. Note that methods are not 
connected directly with the visualisation; methods are always filtered through a person’s actions.  

Practitioners can use software [k] to operate on the visualisation; there can be multiple software 
packages in use (or none). Participants may also use the software. The software in turn runs on 

whatever technology platform [l] is in use, such as laptop or tablet computers. Technology 

also includes whatever display tools are being used, such as LCD projectors, virtual meeting or 
telepresence rooms, and voting keypads. Non-computer technology such as flip charts, newsprint 
sheets, markers, and whiteboards also count.  

During sessions, specific methods [m] will be employed, whether formal methods such as 

argument mapping or data flow diagrams, or informal methods like brainstorming or round-robin 
discussion. All of these operate on and draw from the data [n], that is the subject matter for the 
session, the conversations and ideas put forth and captured during the session, and any supporting 
material, such as reference information. 

Finally, we arrive at the dimensions that inform an understanding of practice and the practitioner 

experience itself. Lines [o] show the aesthetics [p], ethics [q], narrative [r], 
sensemaking [s], and improvisation [t] associated with the work of the practitioner.  
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Knowledge Artistry lies in the creativity with which you can move within this space — to foster, 
sustain, or restore participant engagement with visualisations in service of collective sensemaking.  

Of course, although these experiential dimensions have been introduced separately for clarity, they 
are in fact interwoven in real practice. The diagram below sketches how they come together. 

 

Summarizing the experiential dimensions of participatory visualisation 

Pause for thought… 

Think about the lifecycle of designing an analytics solution, from cradle to grave. 

At what points might you find yourself in situations where Knowledge Artistry 
could be important?  

Bear this in mind as we go deeper into what the dimensions mean, and how they 
interweave. 

We will now introduce conceptual language for you to understand what these dimensions mean in 
more detail, with background sources for you to go even deeper if desired. 

Aesthetics • Ethics • Narrative • Sensemaking • Improvisation  
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5 PART 2: Going deeper into the dimensions 

When you act as a participatory Knowledge Artist you give form to ideas [p]; make choices about 
how to proceed [q]; help establish meanings, motives, and causality [r]; and respond when 
something breaks the expected flow of events [s], often having to invent fresh and creative 
responses on the spot [t].  

5.1 Aesthetics [p]   

All visualisation approaches have rules, whether explicit or implicit, about what constitutes a clear 
and expressive form. People fluent with an approach can quickly tell whether a particular example 
is “good”. This is the province of aesthetics.  

A commonplace conception of aesthetics invokes notions of beauty, particularly with regard to fine 
art. In user interface design context, we might think of the graphic design of screens, or the elegance 
of interaction. However, we are using the term more broadly.  

In Arnheim’s view, aesthetics has to do with what human beings do and experience in the moments 
when they are imparting expressive form via some medium (Arnheim, 1967). Aesthetics in Dewey’s 
(1934) sense is not an elite, esoteric, or rarefied concept, even though it is treated that way in 
common usage. Rather, aesthetic experience is to be understood as the high end of a continuum in 
contrast to prosaic experience. Aesthetics govern how people would experience any situation if the 
diluting, dulling, oppressive, or conflictual aspects were stripped away (Dewey, 1934; McCarthy & 
Wright, 2004). So for instance, Dewey proposes that: 

"The intelligent mechanic engaged in his job, interested in doing well and finding satisfaction 
in his handiwork, caring for his materials and tools with genuine affection, is artistically 
engaged." (Dewey, 1934: 4) 

Aesthetics also has a broader meaning in psychology, philosophy, and evolutionary theory. These 
conceptions explore the aesthetic aspects of more everyday actions and artifacts. Studies in 
evolutionary biobehavior have shown that art and art-making have been a prominent feature in 
every period of human history, stretching back not only for the two to three thousand years 
commonly thought of as the era of civilization, but in human settlements from more than 100,000 
years ago (Dissanayake, 1988). Looking at art-making in this way positions aesthetics as a core 
human activity and concern, on a par with others such as religion and work, rather than the 
exclusive domain of highly trained artists operating in an “art world” – a central concern for Dewey 
(1934) as well. 

In these conceptions, art is no less about skill, but skill is in service to direct encounter with 
something of immediate importance and significance to the artist/practitioner and their community. 
It is skill that relies largely on intuition and a “feeling for phenomena and for action” (Schön, 1983: 
241). As applied to professional practice of the type that occurs in the context of providing “expert 
servicing” (Aakhus, 2001) to a project and its stakeholders, an experiential approach goes against 
conventional understanding of expert skill as an application of prescribed behaviors in set ways. This 
is a subject of central concern to Schön’s account of professional practice: 
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Surely they [professionals and educators] are not unaware of the artful ways in which some 
practitioners deal competently with the indeterminacies and value conflicts of practice. It 
seems, rather, that they are disturbed because they have no satisfactory way of describing 
or accounting for the artful competence which practitioners sometimes reveal in what they 
do. (1983: 19) 

Aesthetics are an inherent aspect of the work of any practitioner who creates or engages 
participants with visualisations. Aesthetics are especially evident in the seemingly intuitive and 
creative ways in which a visualisation practitioner can respond to sudden or problematic situations. 
Attention to aesthetic aspects may reveal dimensions of practice that more techno-rational or 
behavioural lenses may miss. Practitioner aesthetics also has a direct relationship to ethical 
concerns, as we’ll cover in the next section. 

Pause for thought… 

AESTHETIC PROCESS, NOT JUST PRODUCT. The aesthetic dimension of 
participatory visualisation is also concerned with the process of crafting 
visualisations, not just the beauty of the final product. It’s concerned with the 
extent to which visualisation-building engages participants, and the ways in which 
participants are affected by this.  

This leads to the following thought: 

ON VISUAL DESIGN AESTHETICS. You will probably have read quite a few visual 
design principles by now (e.g. see the DVN Directory). These are sound principles, 
but were quite reasonably conceived on the assumption that the visualisations 
may be encountered without anyone present to explain them to the audience — 
far less, that the visualisation may be very much “under construction” by the team 
as they wrestle with their dilemma.  

When the visualisation is being constructed on the fly, in the presence of or co-
designed with participants (e.g. if one is sketching or mocking up a design) then 
we are in a different kind of sensemaking and visualisation space, and we are 
probably less worried about complying with visual design principles, than ensuring 
that the visual is helping to move the conversation forward as a shared picture of 
our thinking. When you are talking and evolving a picture together, there is a level 
of mutual understanding that is not there when a designer creates a visualisation 
for a possibly unknown audience, who will need to use it on their own. 
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5.2 Ethics [q]  

The ethical dimension of participatory practice is concerned with the analyst’s responsibilities to 
the people’s various individual and collective needs, interests, goals, and sensibilities.  

Professional ethics is concerned with the values appropriate to certain kinds of occupational 
activity… which have been defined traditionally in terms of a body of knowledge and an ideal 
of service to the community; and in which individual professionals have a high degree of 
autonomy in their practice. (Chadwick, 1998) 

In some situations, these responsibilities can be weighty in nature—for example, in situations of 
conflict or dispute, where every action and statement on the part of participants or practitioner 
holds the possibility of worsening the situation. In less emotionally charged settings, the 
consequences of action or inaction can of course still have huge ethical impacts.  

In a DVN context, our interest is in how our actions affect the engagement of participants with each 
other, the problem at hand, and the visualisations. For instance, you’re making choices such as: 

• Should I do action x or action y in the visualisation?  

• What effect will it have on these participants if I do x?  

• Should I intervene in their conversational flow to draw their attention to the visualisation?  

These are ethical decisions because they may change the trajectory of the meeting. Decisions about 
such actions often need to happen with extreme rapidity in a participatory consulting context. In the 
heat of the moment, there is not time to reflectively ponder the possible ethical effects of actions 
one might take, but this does not lessen the fact that such choices are indeed ethical ones.  

Pause for thought… 

You will have encountered ethics in the MDSI in a range of contexts: concerns 
around personal privacy, inappropriate automated or human inference based on 
flawed data or algorithms, bias in training data, etc. 

We have introduced ethics in a new context here: how you design and deploy 
visualisations could change the narrative unfolding in a meeting. 
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5.3 Narrative [r]  

Narrative refers to how we connect diverse moments, ideas, and statements over time, as well as 
the human sense of causality and consequences – the narratives that we live within. A 
visualisation ‘connects dots’ and shapes the emerging narrative in the room. Since a visualisation 
may be referred to subsequently, it also shapes the future. 

Stories and story-making form a key psychological strategy for connecting disparate occurrences. 
The pioneering psychologist Jerome Bruner regarded our ability to create meaning from events as an 
“astonishing narrative gift” (1990: p.96) which we use every day without intending or realising, even 
in dialogue with ourselves, e.g. reflecting on the events of the day, how someone said something, or 
why they reacted as they did, etc.  

However, narrative is of particular interest to us because we cannot but help ourselves construct a 
story when there is a break from the expected:  

“The function of the story is to find an intentional state that mitigates or at least makes 
comprehensible a deviation from a canonical cultural pattern” (Bruner, 1990: 49).  

How do we apply this to DVN? 

VISUALISATION CAN PROVIDE BETTER STORIES. If narrative thinking is in our 
‘psychological DNA’ — a dominant mechanism which can’t be switched off — this 
makes stories a powerful strategy for “memetic contagion”. Consequently, if 
there are ways to make a story more compelling through visualisation, this is 
worthwhile. Moreover, since we may be talking about stories in the plural – not 
necessarily all in agreement – which are emerging from a team’s deliberations, 
visuals can help clarify how the stories compare and contrast. 

Another angle on this is that people want to leave the meeting with a better story 
than they arrived with. This might be a more nuanced story about the state of the 
world, or possibly a fresh awareness of the ‘twists in the tale’ that make a story 
too simplistic. Perhaps they can leave with a more visual way to tell that story to 
their boss or peers, which piques their interest and gets their attention. If the 
visualisation was co-designed then there is deeper insight into its meaning, and 
stronger ownership, than if it was ‘parachuted in’ by an expert without 
consultation or co-design. 

EVERY PROJECT HAS A NARRATIVE. A given project has a story to it: how it came 
to be funded, how things are going technically and socially, what could happen if 
it succeeds, or fails… You may be more or less aware of these strands, which will 
shape how you behave in a meeting, and your sense of what it means for a 
meeting to make progress. This translates inevitably into the role that 
visualisations can play in maintaining coherence in a meeting, and the level of 
engagement that they receive from different parties. 

LOWER VS. HIGHER ORDER NARRATIVES. Even though visualisations foreground 
higher order patterns that are invisible in lower level data, this is still a lower 
order of narrative. AI language engines can now automate the generation of those 
narratives (see DVN Directory), putting into prose form the changes and trends in 
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the data as a closed world. However, the crucial higher order narratives – bridging 
from that closed world to the world of implication and consequence – will 
probably remain the province of human interpretation for the foreseeable future, 
e.g. Why were our predictions so different? What disruption could change it? How 
does this impact last week’s hiring decision? What are the political ramifications if 
this trend continues? When people talk about storytelling with data, they are 
often talking about helping to bridge this gulf. 

COMPLEXITY REQUIRES PLAUSIBLE NARRATIVES. In a world of unprecedented 
complexity, surprise is becoming the ‘new normal’. Narrative is our central 
mechanism for confronting surprise and the confounding of expectations, and it 
has been argued that complex systems, whose outcomes states are impossible to 
predict, can only be understood in retrospect through the construction of 
narratives. We seek to build a causal-effect chain that seems plausible given 
current data, until it gives way to a more plausible account. As we will note in the 
next section, what else is there to do when data may be interpreted by different 
people for different ends? 

5.4 Sensemaking [s]  

Sensemaking research examines what happens when we encounter the unexpected, often in 
situations characterized by instability, uncertainty, or information overload. What do we do when 
conditions disrupt the ‘story’ we were expecting to see unfold? What is the role of visualisation in 
this? 

At least two key focii of sensemaking appear in the literature.  

THE TASK OF MAKING SENSE IN THE INFORMATION DELUGE. Some researchers treat sensemaking 
in the context of information retrieval and synthesis: there is a problem or question, a body of 
information that relates to it that one has acquired (or has been thrust into) through some means, 
and there is a need to develop an understanding of it (e.g. Russell et al., 1993; Klein et al., 2006).  

“By sensemaking, modern researchers seem to mean something different from creativity, 
comprehension, curiosity, mental modeling, explanation, or situational awareness, although 
all these factors or phenomena can be involved in or related to sensemaking. Sensemaking is 
a motivated, continuous effort to understand connections (which can be among people, 
places, and events) in order to anticipate their trajectories and act effectively.  

[…] A frame functions as a hypothesis about the connections among data.” (Klein et al., 
2006) 

Such research is conducted by researchers at the intersection of the computing, information and 
human sciences, focusing on new tool functionality, visual user interfaces, interaction design, and 
how they improve the efficiency of performance by user groups such as scientists, intelligence 
analysts, students – indeed any user seeking to construct meaningful collections over information 
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fragments from vast document sets. You can find this kind of R&D such on terms such as visual 
analytics, visual interfaces, and personal information management tools.2 

THE EXPERIENCE OF PERSONAL/GROUP SENSEMAKING. Another partially related focus of 
sensemaking research is a more qualitative or phenomenological approach. This has more to do with 
the human experience of being brought up against a discontinuity of some kind, something that 
prevents a person from moving forward as they want or need to do. This conception is identified in 
large part with Brenda Dervin (1983, 1992, 1997, 1998; Dervin & Naumer, 2009) but also related to 
the broader organisational sensemaking described by Karl Weick (1995; Weick et al., 2005; Weick & 
Meader, 1993), in which the ways in which people in groups and organizations encounter disasters 
and catastrophes play a large role. 

Dervin’s model posits that sensemaking occurs when an obstacle (a “gap” in Dervin’s terminology) 
stops or frustrates a person in their progress through “time-space” and stymies their efforts to 
continue. In order to resume progress, the person needs to design a movement (a bridge) around, 
through, over, or away from the obstacle. This can be as simple as asking someone for directions or 
help, or as complicated as a set of actions that may have a trial-and-error character: 

 As an individual moves through an experience, each moment is potentially a sense-making 
moment. The essence of that sense-making moment is assumed to be addressed by focusing 
on how the actor defined and dealt with the situation, the gap, the bridge, and the 
continuation of the journey after crossing the bridge. (Dervin, 1992: 69-70) 

These sensemaking actions can be understood as attempting to answer a set of tacit questions: 
What is stopping me? What can I do about it? Where can I look for assistance in choosing and taking 
an action?  

Weick & Meader (1993: 232) define sensemaking as the process of constructing prototype 
conceptual models that may well be discarded: 

“moderately consensual definitions that cohere long enough for people to be able to infer 
some idea of what they have, what they want, why they can’t get it, and why it may not be 
worth getting in the first place.”  

Although in some ways sensemaking can be thought of as a perpetual, ongoing process (Weick, 
1995), it is also something placed in sharp relief by encountering surprise, interruption, or 
“whenever an expectation is disconfirmed” (Weick, 1995: 14).  

“Sensemaking is about such things as placement of items into frameworks, comprehending, 
redressing surprise, constructing meaning, interacting in pursuit of mutual understanding, 
and patterning.” (Weick, 1995: p.6) 

An important concept is that confronted by the complexity that comes from incomplete data, mixed 
reliability of sources, inconsistent facts, competing agendas and fast changing external events, 
sensemaking is less about finding ‘the truth’ than constructing plausible narratives: 

                                                           

2  Human Centered Data Science Workshop 2016 (San Francisco): https://cscw2016hcds.wordpress.com  
International Symposium on Big Data Visual Analytics 2016 (Brisbane): http://www.bdva.net  
Personal Information Management tools workshop series: http://pimworkshop.org  
European Visual Analytics portal: http://www.visual-analytics.eu  
IEEE Visualization conference series: http://ieeevis.org 

https://cscw2016hcds.wordpress.com/
http://www.bdva.net/
http://pimworkshop.org/
http://www.visual-analytics.eu/
http://ieeevis.org/
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 “The point we want to make here is that sensemaking is about plausibility, coherence, and 
reasonableness. Sensemaking is about accounts that are socially acceptable and credible” 
(Weick 1995, p.61) 

Schön characterizes such moments in professional practice as situations of “complexity, instability, 
and uncertainty,” laden with “indeterminacies and value conflicts” (1987: 19). Such moments are 
further defined by a “density of decision points” (Sawyer, 2003: 145). In professional practice, the 
moments where sensemaking comes to the fore can have the character of impasses (Aakhus, 2003) 
or dilemmatic situations (Tracy, 1989; see also Aakhus, 2001).  

Visualisation – whether physical or mental – is central to sensemaking responses.  

Russell et al. (1993) point out that “visualisation design is central to the sensemaking enterprise” 
and, when engagement occurs in a “learning loop” of refining visualisations, this can “reduce the 
cost of task operations, changing the sensemaking cost and gain structures.”  

Creating external visualisations is in itself often a way to help negotiate and construct a shared 
understanding (Weick & Meader, 1993) of a situation or project as a whole. Within this larger frame, 
the act of visualisation itself engenders both negotiation and confusion, when the tools and discourse 
lose, if even momentarily, a clear sense of fit. This requires consideration of how people determine 
meaning and orientation in the face of uncertainty, especially when there are multiple or competing 
perspectives on what is going on, coupled with pressure and constraints on resources that might help 
make sense of an equivocal situation (Muhren et al., 2008).  

Applications of sensemaking research include work on creating better tools and visualisations to aid 
individual sensemakers in the context of information retrieval (Russell et al. 1993), naturalistic 
decision-making (Klein et al., 2006), organizational communication (Weick, 1995; Johansson & Heide, 
2008), audience and user studies (Dervin & Naumer, 2009), the role of artifacts in organizational 
knowledge (Shariq, 1998), and management (Kurtz & Snowden, 2003).  

The actions of a skilled practitioner at sensemaking moments differ from those of a novice or less 
skilled actor in the depth and quality of the reflection-in-action, aesthetic engagement, and rapidity 
of effective response.  

Pause for thought… 

The act of sketching has been shown to be an important activity in “ideation” — 
the generation of ideas for open-ended, ill-formed problems. An important 
‘dialogue’ is set up between the mind and the representation, in which each talks 
back to the other.  

For “sketching”, we might substitute any expressive act that you can perform with 
little cognitive effort. If you’re an expert coder, you might write a program to help 
you think; if you’re a master Photoshop user, you might play with images; if a 
pianist, you tinker on the keys — all to help you give better and better form to 
what your mind is conceiving. 

The principle of sensemaking is “How do I know what I think until I hear myself say 
it?” Weick talks about literally “Making Sense” — the act of giving tangible form to 
ideas (Making) helps you figure out those ideas (Sense). And of course, once 
they’re tangible, others can respond to them. 
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What is your experience of Making Sense by giving form to an idea as a way to 
figure out what it is? 

Finally, there is an active area of enquiry at the intersection of narrative, sensemaking and strategy. 
We’ve already introduced the work of Karl Weick. The work of Snowden and colleagues (e.g. Kurtz & 
Snowden, 2003; Snowden & Boone, 2007) is another example, distinguishing simple, complicated, 
complex and chaotic problem spaces, with recommendations on different strategies to adopt in each 
space. 

 

The Cynefin sensemaking framework (Snowden and Boone, 2007) 

Snowden et al. warn of the risks of confusing which space one is dealing with, since in their view, 
they have very different implications for how one approaches the dilemma. In their view any non-
trivial human activity system is in the complex quadrant, and moreover, narrative approaches are 
particularly well suited as a way to make sense of complex systems. This has led to the creation of 
practical tools such as SenseMaker, which uses anecdotes from stakeholders as the means for 
eliciting, indexing and visualizing the meanings that a dilemma, and potential solutions, holds for 
people.3 Browning and Boudès (2005) compare and contrast Snowden’s and Weick’s work on 
sensemaking through narrative and storytelling in complex systems.  

  

                                                           

3  SenseMaker methodology and visualisation tool: http://cognitive-edge.com/sensemaker  

http://cognitive-edge.com/sensemaker
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5.5 Improvisation [t]  

When we examine what skilled practitioners do when their tools, methods, or pre-planned 
processes fail them (even temporarily) – it turns out they improvise, the  final dimension to explore. 

While some aspects of participatory visualisation will follow predetermined patterns and draw on 
techniques and methods planned in advance, skilled practitioners often find themselves switching 
to alternative sensemaking strategies. It is the degree of creativity and spontaneity employed at 
this point that distinguishes the improvisational dimension of action from other sorts of activities. 
Improvisation can be discerned in the freshness and innovativeness of the response to an event 
that triggers sensemaking. We can learn from other fields that study improvisation to reflect on 
what this might mean for DVN. 

Sawyer (1999) discerns three intersecting levels at which to understand improvisation:  

1. Individual — improvisation on the part of particular actors 

2. Group — improvised interactions within a bounded, particular situation 

3. Cultural — “the pre-existing structures available to performers — these often emerge over 
historical time, from broader cultural processes” p.202).  

The cultural level supplies the elements of a practitioner’s repertoire, the collection of preexisting 
techniques and concepts (whether learned in school or from work or other experiences), which 
Schön terms the “scope of choice” containing what the practitioner can draw from, combine, and 
invoke in the heat of the moment. Skilled practitioners possess repertoires of great range and 
variety which they can combine in innovative, expressive, and subtle ways. 

Sawyer (2004: 12) emphasizes the concept of “disciplined improvisation,” which juxtaposes 
improvisational aspects of practice (dialogue, sensemaking responses, spontaneous and creative 
acts) with “overall task and participation structures,” such as “scripts, scaffolds, and activity 
formats.” Skilled practitioners are able to navigate judiciously between moments when they can rely 
on pre-existing structure and scripted actions, and moments calling for fresh responses and 
combinations.  

Degrees or levels of improvisational mastery can be observed in different practitioners. Frost & 
Yarrow’s (1990) use the term disponsibilite as a capacity of availability, openness, readiness, and 
acceptance; “the condition improvisers aspire to … having at one’s fingertips the capacity to do or 
say what’s appropriate.” Expert improvisers are able to marshal the bits of routines, motifs, 
structures, and frameworks they have learned (Sawyer, 2004) and assembled from experience and 
immersion in their medium. Beginners or apprentices will have neither this broad repertoire to 
choose from nor the experience to know what combinations might work in various situations 
(Sawyer, 1999). This only comes from having the ability to “devote the sustained attention to 
internalizing an improvisational tradition.” 

Schön (1983) illustrates this in his description of the mastery displayed by jazz drummers. They work 
in a constantly changing environment in which their fellow performers can take a piece of music off 
in an unexpected manner at any moment. They exhibit a “feel for the material,” making “on the spot 
judgments” about how to read the schema at work and choose from their “repertoire of musical 
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figures.” The elements get “varied, combined, and recombined” to “give coherence to the 
performance.” As the musicians around them make shifts in direction, each player “feels” the new 
direction, makes “new sense of it,” and adjusts accordingly. To get to this point of expertise requires 
years of perfecting technique and building up a variety of elements to draw from, as well as the 
sensitivity to know which kinds of contributions will add to the whole, support the other players, and 
be fresh and authentic, not rote.  

Studying the role of improvisation in skilled professional practice requires an emphasis on the 
character of practitioner actions in the face of difficult, unusual, or complex situations. 
Differentiating the expert from the novice, Schön argues, is the expert’s ability to act effectively 
when being spontaneous without having to (or being able to) plan their actions in advance – acting 
with a rapidity and spontaneity that “confounds” the less skilled (Schön, 1983). The “artful 
competence” that expert practitioners can display inheres in just this ability to respond to a 
situation’s complexity “in what seems like a simple, spontaneous way” (Schön, 1983), often drawing 
from elements only available in the immediate surroundings. For Nachmnanovitch (1990), this 
shows the expert improviser as a bricoleur, an “artist of limits,” taking bits of the situation, 
combining them with their repertoire of readymades, and creating something of unique relevance to 
the needs of the situation.  

In a participatory design session, improvisation can take many forms, such as sudden shifts in stance 
or tool strategy. Often these are mini-improvisations that occur and conclude rapidly, unplanned 
and not referred to verbally in the course of other sorts of actions.  

Pause for thought… 

Would you consider yourself to sufficiently expert with a tool of some sort that 
you can improvise on the spot? (e.g. work; sport; music; crafts…) 

What does it feel like to be ‘in the zone’, such that you are able to sense and 
adjust in real time? 

Have you ever reflected on how you are able to respond to the unexpected?  

What might it mean to do this with a visualisation tool, as though it were an 
instrument you were improvising with? 
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6 Final Reflections on Knowledge Art 

To recap… In this part of DVN, we’ve changed the scale of analysis. We’ve zoomed in from talking 
about algorithmic analysis and visualisation of large scale data, to the specifics of what unfolds when 
a team gathers to make sense of their problem — which is invariably accompanied by visual 
representations. Such meetings are often (1) creating ad hoc visualisations to help them give form 
to their interpretations, as well as (2) working with existing visualisations from myriad sources 
(including of course, data mining or statistical analyses). 

Knowledge Art… We’ve introduced a framework to describe what we believe to be a form of artistry 
— according to this, participatory visualisation is an important professional practice to support 
collective sensemaking. This entails a particular set of qualities in the work, and dispositions in the 
‘artist’.  

When you are reflecting on your own practice, revisit the reflection boxes in this guide, but to 
conclude, consider the following. 

Aesthetics is acting to create meaningful representational forms. Creating any desired form, even 

building a network or working on a car engine, involves considerations of ‘right form’. To see 
aesthetics in action, look for the form that visualisations take, how ideas are put into tangible form 
of whatever modality (visual, textual, aural, material).  

How well did the visual representations you created reflect the interests, 
concerns, and abilities of the people involved?  

Narrative is acting to create a story, as well as acting within a story (a series of events) or acting 

out a story. To see narrative in action, you look for the way events and actions connect, the way a 
representational session moves from start to finish, the way events are understood within the 
session (routine and expected, and anomalous), and what kinds of considerations guide the way 
events and actions unfold.  

What ‘stories’ do the participants bring — thinking of course of those present, but 
also those who will engage with the visualisations you created? Those stories will 
shape how they engage with your work. 

How do these narratives connect or diverge?  

Were there some assumptions about the way things would/should unfold in the 
meeting?  

Sensemaking is acting in the face of anomaly, uncertainty, or doubt. To see sensemaking in 

action, look for where anomalies occurred that prevented or impeded smooth or expected 
functioning – whether briefly or for an extended period.  

Were there disruptions to the expected flow of events, take people off course, or 
confounding expectations? 

Did visualisations play a role in how you responded to and these moments? 

Improvisation is acting without a net or script. To see improvisation in action, look for the 

spontaneous, unplanned actions people take, often in the face of sensemaking triggers. Look for the 
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ways unplanned acts build on each other and how they address or resolve the events that launched 
them. Look for the reasons improvised actions were necessary or desirable in that context.  

Why couldn’t or didn’t you choose pre-planned actions, techniques, or methods?  

Why at these moments did you choose to act in an unplanned manner?  

What specific form did the improvised actions take, drawing on what skills, 
insights, or relationships to the people and particularities of the situation? 

Ethics are actions that affect others. To see ethics in action, look for the kinds of choices people 

make in the way they speak and act in terms of the effect on other people (whether those people 
are present in the immediate situation or not).  

What informed your choices — e.g. abstract principles or specific (even impulsive) 
interactions in the moment?  

Were there moments where you intentionally (or accidentally) foregrounded 
certain ideas or contributions in the visualisation — or conversely, kept them in 
the background?  

How did these choices affect others, whether immediately in the moment or at 
some later point in time? 
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